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Abstract
The current study, provides the information security control process involved in multi-cloud and micro services. In recent years, there has been great demand to provide two layer securities in almost all sectors with the use of information technologies. Hence the present study highlights on the information securities and their importance.

1. Introduction
The Department of spatial information's main work offers accurate information and timely spatial information to the other governments. The spatial information is available to public users. It provides government and public services. The department of spatial information developed several web services that provide information from several internally developed web services and applications. These web applications and services are denoted as DSI online spatial delivery system (OSDS). The DSI plans to migrate all web services and applications into the cloud environment. The DSI plans to organize a Risk and Security workshop to analyze the risks, security problems and possible methods to mitigate the risks. This security workshop analyzes possible security methods that will be required to Multi-cloud and Microservices approach (1). Below information security controls of the Multi-cloud and Microservices approach have been discussed.

2. Information Security Controls for Multi-Cloud
Some information security control methods are required to Multi-cloud approach for protecting sensitive data. The security controls protecting the cloud environment and it can reduce vulnerability attacks and fraudulent activities. It should be implemented to secure cloud environments. Below information security control methods have been described for the Multi-cloud approach (2,3).

3. Protect Data using Encryption
Encryption is cryptographic functions and it is one of the information security control. Unencrypted data on cloud leads to loss of data by unauthorized users. The cloud service provider should encrypt to storing sensitive data in the appropriate place in the cloud. The encryption methods prevent servers and protecting valuable information from intruders or hackers. Encryption keys provide robust security to protecting information in the cloud environment. Encrypt sensitive data by strong encryption keys. The cloud service provider must be maintained encryption keys and this cloud service provider is responsible to keep encryption keys. The cloud service provider provides encryption tools and management services. From a prospective, you have the choice of how to manage the data security in the various cloud based systems and platforms as well as the microservices-based systems. Depending on your needs, you need to design a comprehensive set of Information Security Controls for different network environments. The requirements for the security controls that will be implemented are often both cloud-based and/or microservices. It is important to keep in mind the basic approach while designing an information security control:
4. Security Control Purpose

Security Controls for Infrastructure

The current and the future trend in the IT industry is for organizations to adopt a multifaceted approach towards the infrastructure-based security controls. There are a variety of techniques to be applied for the information security controls that are required for the system architectures. It includes the use of the security policies that are needed to secure the data that is accessed by the network. At the same time, the management of the policies also comprises a range of other security measures that secure the network by making it difficult for attackers to take access to the data that is present on the network. Also, there are a number of security controls that are required to secure the information about the procedures that are related to the security of the application layer protocols. These measures make it possible for the users to have a better level of access to the various network layers. Lastly, a variety of techniques are needed to secure the device interface, which can include the proper setting of the cryptographic keys. The organization must implement encryption tools and services. This helps to protect services and applications in a cloud environment. Encrypted data ensures anyone cannot access and alter data. The encryption methods are required to implement in the Multi-cloud approach and it effectively mitigates security issues and securely protecting sensitive information (2-4).

5. Implement Two Factor Authentication

The Two Factor authentication is one of the security mechanisms. This ensures secure credentials. The traditional password does not provide effective security in the cloud environment, but Two-Factor authentication offers robust security to protect the cloud environment. It provides an extra layer of protection in the Multi-cloud approach. This reduces cybercriminals from gaining access to sensitive data. It can prevent any type of attacks and it effectively prevents web services. The two-factor authentication security method required to Multi-cloud approach to mitigate security risks (3-5).

6. Implement Security Monitoring strategy

The cloud service provider should establish a security monitoring strategy in the cloud environment. It supervises physical and virtual servers to regularly analyze applications, data. It continuously monitoring possible threats in the cloud. It can analyze and monitor potential threats with the appropriate action. It helps to control security risks and threats. This security control required a Multi-cloud approach to reduce security issues.

7. Improve Cloud Service Provider Security Practices

The cloud service provider requires more security practices and awareness about security threats and attacks. The cloud service provider security practices make sure the securing of the platforms. If any security attacks happen the cloud service providers are responsible to take appropriate action so the cloud service providers must well know about security attacks and remedial actions. Some services the cloud vendors are responsible for given that consist of access management, encryption software tools, and multifactor authentication. Must improve cloud service provider security practices that required to Multi-cloud approach. These information security control methods are required to Multi-cloud approach that helps to protect web services and applications against unauthorized users (6-8).

8. Information Security Controls for Microservice

Some information security controls are required to Microservice approach for mitigating security risks and threats. The information security controls applied in the Microservice approach that efficiently
protecting data on a cloud against security threats. Below information security controls have been discussed for the Microservice approach.

9. Establish a Distributed Firewall

The cloud security administrator should establish a distributed firewall in the cloud environment. It does filtering traffic from internet networks and the internet. The firewall provides safeguard to servers against unwanted traffic. The distributed firewall applying firewall policies and provide an additional layer of protection against cyber-attacks. The cloud security administrator should install a firewall on a cloud that helps to block unwanted traffic and it provides high security to avoid unauthorized access. The distributed firewall security control is required to Microservice approach to reduce vulnerability attacks (9).

10. Establish Identity and Access Management System

Cloud computing is a technology that gives organizations the ability to access files and other information from anywhere they have an internet connection. This process of data and storage access is referred to as Identify and Access Management in Cloud Computing (IACAC). The IACAC allows organizations to use their own IP network, which can be easily linked into their cloud, to access files and information from anywhere on the planet, regardless of their geographical location. The Identity and Access Management System is a security control used to manage all applications and services and it ensures security. The identity access management's main function is authenticated devices, users, or services and to grant access rights or dent rights to access resources and data. The Identity and access management system has some effective features that include resource-level access control, high security, and a single access control interface. Identity access management can improve security for critical applications. The single access control provides an access control interface for cloud platforms. This interface can be used in every cloud service. Resource level access control grant access permissions to only authorized users from accessing data or resources at different granularity levels. It provides multi-factor authentication, access control, etc. Identity and access management must be required for the Microservice approach for authentication and access control purposes in the cloud.

11. Intrusion Detection and Prevention System

The intrusion detection and prevention system is a security control method that helps to resolve security issues in the cloud. The Intrusion detection system (IDS) is to monitor and analyze the traffic to detect malicious activities. It can be able to identify possible attacks and it takes appropriate steps to block malicious attackers. The intrusion detection system mainly focuses on monitoring traffic, detect a range of cyber threats, and analyze server activities. When vulnerability activities are detected, the intrusion detection and prevention system take necessary action to prevent services and data from malicious attacks. Must use an intrusion prevention system (IPS) tool for protecting the system. The intrusion prevention system provides possible solutions to prevent servers and services from malicious activities. IDS and IPS security controls are required for the Microservice approach.

12. Use Encryption

The encryption provides additional level security to sensitive data. The cloud service provider must encrypt data before persisting it. Use strong encryption algorithms that include RSA, AES, and DES algorithms. They make secure transmission and safer. The encryption mechanisms use effective encryption keys to protecting data and other resources in the cloud. Must keep and maintain encryption keys. Encryption is supported to protect sensitive information against cyber attackers. Encryption data the cybercriminals cannot access servers and main data storage. Encryption data cannot read and access by any peoples. Encryption provides safeguard to sensitive data that effectively protect the information in the cloud.
ensures protect data contents and other resources in the cloud. Encryption information security controls are required to Microservice approach for protecting data and other resources in the cloud. These information security control methods are required to Microservice approach to mitigate security risks in the cloud. The information security control methods and possible solutions have been discussed to mitigate security risks. These security control methods are required to Multi-cloud and Microservice approach to minimize security attacks and protecting web services and applications (10-13).
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